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Innovating requires identifying the problems 

that matter and moving through them 

systematically to deliver elegant solutions.
- LARRY KEELEY
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The goal of today’s workshop is to explain the Ten Types, generate ideas in each 
type, and identify ideas which this group will pursue

▪ We’ll start by explaining the Ten Types

▪ We’ll provide some examples of each type

▪ We’ll see how the types work together to form a robust strategy

▪ We’ll brainstorm some ideas of each type

▪ We’ll identify our best ideas and assign owners to push on them

▪ We’ll document our decisions

▪ We’ll reflect on how successful this exercise was and how we can incorporate this 

framework into our steady-state processes



But first…
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▪ Choose 1 question to answer

▪ What’s one thing you admire about one of your kids (or pets)?

▪ If you could be the best in the world at one thing, what would it be?

▪ Share one photo of yourself doing something you love (non-work related)

▪ If you could tell your 25-year-old self one thing, what would it be?

▪ Get a pen and paper to jot down ideas as you have them throughout the 

workshop

Let’s get loose
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▪ Work in teams of 2-4

▪ Each team gets 5 cards + a company

▪ Use your 5 Innovation Tactics cards to redefine your company

▪ After 15 mins, we’ll be sharing our new companies with each other

Let’s build a company



The Ten Types
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The Ten Types

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/10-types-of-innovation-the-art-of-discovering-a-breakthrough-product/

How you make money

How you connect with 
others to create value

How you organize and align 
your talent and assets

How you use signature or 
superior methods to do 
work

How you develop distinguishing 
features/functionality

How you organize and align 
your talent and assets

How you support and amplify 
the value of your offerings

How you deliver your offerings 
to customers and users

How you represent your 
offerings and business

How you foster compelling 
interactions

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/10-types-of-innovation-the-art-of-discovering-a-breakthrough-product/


Mix and match to win
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Let’s see if you can spot the innovation types in these articles

Profit Model

Network Network

Channel

Customer Engagement
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Where are our blind spots

• Facilitator to write down all innovations and their identified types in Facilitator Heat Map sheet 

• What does our heat map look like?  Where are the low spots?

• Are our competitors innovating in any of those types?  Where are the low spots in the industry?

• What could we do to innovate in our overlooked areas?

• What are the “just how things are done” areas?
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Which type of shift do we think applies to us at this point?

Business Model Shift Platform Shift Customer Experience Shift

• Most successful when there are fewer 

opportunities to win by creating better 

offerings and more opportunities by changing 

how you create and deliver them

• Most successful when customers struggle to 

do challenging tasks and when you see fresh 

opportunities to help them by connecting 

previously disparate communities or offerings

• Most successful when you can build enduring 

relationships with customers, when they are 

hungry for fresher interactions, and particularly 

when normal industry experience is a drag

When to focus on a Business Model Shift When to focus on a Platform Shift When to focus on a Customer Experience Shift

• Elements of the value provided are 

significantly over/under priced

• Significant group of customers that would love 

to use the primary offering but can’t afford it

• Few variations in process, org structures, etc

and few collaborations between players

• Customers can’t get the solutions they need 

without exerting considerable skill/effort

• Community or group with shared 

interests/needs but no central hub/forum 

• Broad demand for a particular set of 

capabilities or assets in a market, but too 

complex for customers or other players to 

develop

• Customers routinely complain about their 

buying/service experiences

• Significant group of customers that ignore a market 

because its touchpoints lack personalization, wit, or 

elegance

• Most players focus on capturing customers by 

creating punitive switching barriers such as long 

contracts with termination penalties
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Common Innovation Plays: Business Model Plays

Play Summary Tactics Types Visual

Open Invitation Encourage other people to work 
with you, whether they’re 
individual experts or strangers in 
the crowd

Open Innovation or Crowdsourcing
+ Competency Center

Network, Structure, 
Process

Collaborative Consumption Leverage connectivity to upend 
traditional forms of ownership and 
change the way customers relate to 
your goods and services

Metered Use or Switchboard
+ Process Automation
+ Safety or User Communities or Values Alignment

Profit Model, 
Process, Product 
Performance, 
Service, Brand

Free-Based Give away basic offerings for free 
to attract many users and then 
make money off of them in 
multiple ways

Freemium
+ Engaging Functionality
+ Microtransactions or Membership or Ad-Supported or 
Switchboard

Profit Model, 
Product 
Performance

Radical Optimization Move beyond standard operational 
efficiencies to make it painful for 
other firms to compete with you

IT Integration
+ Process Automation
+ Process Standardization
+ Guarantee

Structure, Process, 
Service

Predictive Business Mine data to model behaviors and 
breakdowns, allowing you to make 
procmises, predict outcomes, and 
drive efficiencies for customers

Risk Sharing or Metered Use
+ Predictive Analytics
+ Product Bundling
+ Guarantee

Profit Model, 
Process, Product 
System, Service



Red Ocean Blue Ocean
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The Ten Types helps move companies from Red Ocean to Blue Ocean

• Red Ocean: many companies fighting each other in a blood-bath over incremental improvements

• We have all Ten Types at our disposal!

• Blue Oceans are usually adjacent to where we already are

• Blue Ocean attitude looks for increased value with decreased costs

“Competition is for losers.” 
– Peter Thiel
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Summary

▪ The Ten Types Framework helps us see the business holistically, allowing us to innovate in ways which may not have 

been challenged in decades and could lead to a competitive advantage for decades to come

▪ Categorizing our innovations can help us see where we tend to get traction as well as where we tend to overlook

▪ Innovations can range from Core (Change the Known) to Adjacent (Change the Boundaries) to Transformational 

(Change the Game) and it’s important to know/agree on what level innovation we’re pursuing

▪ The Ten Types can help us move from Red Ocean to Blue Ocean

▪ These concepts not only apply to our business but those of our clients as well



Summary
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Recommended reading to continue building on these concepts

Ten Types of Innovation by Larry Keely The Ten Faces of Innovation by Tom Kelley


